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Abstract: In this paper, we investigate Chaos-based communication systems in the context of secure image transmission. The proposed
model combined the secure image transmission process with non-coherent chaos communication system over multipath fading channel.
Security of image signal is required to be transmitted reliably through a communication channel or when information is managed
by computing units. Security issues are becoming problematic in multimedia applications and network systems. Thus, providing a
secure transmission of data is an important theme tackled by researchers. The pace at which data is sent is an important consideration.
Wireless communications are dominated by coherent communications at this time. To decode received data, such systems need exact
knowledge of the receiver’s channel condition. In chaotic communication systems, noncoherent detection, which doesn’t need a lot of
complicated the synchronization of the transmitter and receiver, perhaps an interesting alternative. The proposed system is evaluated
through measures such as complexity, data throughput, and security. In order to take use of chaotic signals and noncoherent detection
while avoiding chaotic synchronization, which performs poorly in the presence of additive noise, non-coherent chaos systems have
attracted a lot of attention. The results presented in this research disclose new ideas related to the design of a new non-coherent
differential chaos shift keying communication system.

Keywords: Image encryption, Chaos, Differential chaos shift keying (DCSK).

1. INTRODUCTION
The exponential evolution of internet of things (IoT)

technologies and massive communication networks has led
to a big growth of amount data generated by applications.
Security issues regarding computing and transmission of
data through communication platforms became more crit-
ical and costly. So, efficient and spread spectrum Chaos
communication system is an important and relevant al-
ternative over the two past decades. Chaotic signals have
reconfigurable features [1], [2]. Also, they present a good
correlation property, as well as a flexibility generation. So,
they are proposed as a potential alternative for robust and se-
cure communications over multi-path fading channels (MF)
[3].The growing importance of data security is reflected in
the variety of research methods that depict digital image
encryption. In [4] chaos-based image cryptosystem in the
spatial domain involving confusion and diffusion processes,
providing secure transmission for images through networks.
Chaos-based image encryption is a novel approach to image
encryption that uses a random chaos sequence to solve
the difficult problems of providing high security without
sacrificing speed. Researches are increasingly interested
about this data’s security. Image-based encryption is more
secure than text-based [5].

Communication system security must be upgraded. Sev-
eral studies and investigations have examined. Images are
less secure with traditional text encryption. New communi-
cation system security measures are needed. Physical layer
security improves wireless device connectivity. Physical
layer protection techniques enhance higher-layer security
procedures. Physical layer security includes key genera-
tion and encryption. Chaos-based wireless communication
systems may be categorized by coherent and non-coherent
receiver detection. The coherent system at the receiver
needs complete Channel Status Information (CSI) and an
exact copy of the chaotic carrier to reduplicate information.
These estimate strategies increase receiver complexity and
overhead signaling, making chaotic coherent detection in
a rapidly fading channel impractical. Chaos-based coher-
ent communication systems suffer from channel estimation
problems. This system’s major issue is degradation. Non-
coherent detections don’t need synchronized transmitter and
receiver [1]. Image encryption converts the original image
into a difficult-to-understand form, enhancing resistance
against brute force, statistical, and differential assaults.
Medical imaging, telemedicine, commerce, biometric ID,
and military communication employ image encryption. Sev-
eral picture encryption techniques, including digital wa-
termarking, image scrambling, image steganography, and
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image cryptography, have been suggested to solve these
security concerns. Exploiting chaos in cryptography has
gained popularity in recent decades owing to its essential
trait of sensitivity to beginning circumstances, resulting
in data sets that, although deterministic, look random.
Chaos-based cryptographic models have been utilized to
create unique ways for designing efficient picture encryp-
tion systems that display excellent performance in various
areas such as speed, cost, processing power, computational
overhead, complexity, vulnerability, and so on.

The contribution of this paper can be summarized as:

1) Image encryption using stream cipher system is com-
bined with DCSK system and transmitted through
MF channel.

2) Pseudo random bit generator (PRBG) is designed
using logistic map.

3) The performance analysis of the security is in-
vestigated using PSNR, histogram, and correlation
function, information entropy, key space analysis,
and differential attack analysis.

4) The simulation results are compared with recent
works.

The reset of the paper can be summarized as: related
work is presented in section 2. Section 3 contains the
chaos theory. DCSK communication system is presented
in section 4. PRBG based on logistic map is presented
in section 5. DCSK based image encryption framework is
studied in section 6. Section 7 contains simulation results.
The security analysis is investigated in section 8. Finally,
the conclusion is depicted in section 9.

2. RELATED WORK
Differential chaos shift keying (DCSK) was proposed

by Kolumbán et al. [2] as the first noncoherent chaos-
based digital communication approach. This technique is
known as DCSK, which uses a binary symbol to modulate
a chaotic signal. A chaotic signal is associated with a
chaotic signal at the receiver. Based on the sign of the
correlator outputs [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], the binary symbol
is then decoded. It has been suggested by Hasler and
Schimming [8] to use a noncoherent detection approach that
can be used to the CSK modulation scheme [8], [9], [10],
[11]. By picking the symbol with the lowest a posteriori
probability, an optimum classifier is used to maximize the
bit error rate (BER). Lau and Tse [12] investigate the
classifier’s computational complexity further and give an
approximation of the ideal detection strategy [13]. There
is a third noncoherent detector for CSK that was disclosed
by Tse etal. There are two main parts to this system: a
regression method and a way to figure out where the chaotic
signals return. These two parts are the foundation for the
detection principles that will be used. A variety of DCSK-
based variants have been developed to augment the DCSK
method in addition to the aforementioned fundamental
noncoherent detection systems. It has been suggested that

frequency-modulated DCSK (FM-DCSK) may be used to
address the issue of fluctuating bit-energy in DCSK. An
FM modulation of a sinusoidal carrier is created instead
of a modulation of a DCSK modulator, which produces
a chaotic FM signal. The FM-DCSK modulator produces
a steady-state FM-DCSK output, which means it has the
same power and energy per bit time as the chaotic FM
signal. This is done by modulating the chaotic FM signal.
Quadrature CSK (QCSK), which is a multilayer DCSK,
has been looked at by Galias and Maggio [14]. People can
send more data through QCSK, which generates chaotic
functions that are orthogonal to each other, than through
DCSK, which only takes up the same amount of bandwidth.
It’s easy to figure out the bit rate of a DCSK system because
the reference and information-bearing chaotic samples look
a lot alike. If we want to keep the signal from being
picked up by the wrong people, this may not be the best
option. There is no correlation between the reference and
information-bearing samples when utilizing a permutation-
based DCSK (P-DCSK) approach [15], [16], [17], [18].
The bit rate can no longer be detected in the frequency
spectrum, strengthening the security of the data. The CDSK
system, like the DCSK technique, incorporates a reference
chaotic signal into the broadcast signal [19]. In CDSK,
the reference and information-carrying signals are joined
with a temporal delay, as opposed to a rapid addition
in DCSK. Each communicated signal sample comprises a
reference sample and an information-bearing sample. The
bandwidth efficiency is increased since no single reference
signal is delivered. CDSK also enables the transmitter to
operate continuously since it eliminates the requirement
for a switch in the DCSK system to transition between
the information-bearing signal and the chaotic reference
signal. The signal is more homogeneous since it is less
likely to be intercepted. Because two chaotic signals are
delivered, there is increased uncertainty (interference) when
the received signal resembles the delayed version. This
is due to the transmission of two chaotic signals. As
a result, CDSK is inferior to DCSK. That improve the
system performance that show in [20], designed a novel
correlation receiver with nonlinearity blanking considered
the fundamental and studied non-coherent DCSK system
under the pulse jamming environment.

As in traditional DCSK, a new multi-user multi-level
non-coherent scheme has been proposed and analyzed
for chaos-based communication Systems in [21], and this
scheme uses time-multiplexing to separate reference and
data-bearing sequences. The messages are iteratively ex-
changed between the detector and the decoder in [22].
Indeed, the demodulation of system takes into consideration
both characteristics of chaotic modulation and transmission
to enhance the received SNR. Modern communication sys-
tems demand data transfer at a greater rate and with a
wider bandwidth to accommodate multimedia transmission.
Existing modulation methods cannot offer a full answer. The
writers of this article tried to outline existing modulation
approaches to assess what tweaks or revisions may address
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the issue or whether a new technique is still needed to fulfill
current communication system needs.

3. CHAOS THEORY
Uncertainty and sensitivity to starting circumstances are

the hallmarks of chaotic dynamical systems [16]. Chaos
and noise are both unexpected. Which is why they are
often compared. Due to their pseudorandom, unpredictable,
and sensitive properties, chaotic systems may be used in
cryptography [17]. Due of their seeming unpredictability
and their sensitivity to the beginning circumstances, chaotic
systems are effective for encryption [17]. This randomness
may be hard to predict because of how sensitive it is to the
start.

Two kinds of chaos-based communication systems exist:

• Coherent System: consistent synchronization between
transmitter and receiver chaotic systems is critical for
coherent detection, since it needs synchronized copies
of chaotic signals to be available at the receiver. Co-
herent detection in low signal-to-noise (SNR) settings
has been demonstrated to have substantial difficulties
due to the applied chaotic synchronization strategy to
the communication system Systems with long coher-
ence times are difficult to implement in fast-fading
environments. Due to excessive pilot broadcasts on
slow-fading channels, the transmitter will repeatedly
send pilot symbols, squandering resources. Coherent
communication suffers greatly from channel estimate
errors, and this deterioration is exacerbated under
conditions of high mobility [18], [19], [20], [21], [22],
[23].

• Non- Coherent System: These methods do not need
the receiver to regenerate any local chaotic signal,
which are based on chaos and use non-coherent
detection to recover data by recognizing aspects of
the received signal [24], [25], [26].

Chaotic communications with coherent receivers have
significant demodulation challenges due to the poor perfor-
mance of certain chaotic synchronization models in noisy
settings [24], [25], [26], [27]. DCSK system don’t need
chaotic signal creation and synchronization in order to get
the data that was sent to them [24], [25], [26], [27]. Many
new ideas for non-coherent chaos-based communication
systems are coming up because of this big advantage. This
has led to a lot more research in this field. Therefore, we
will complete the remainder of the paper, talking about the
non coherent technologies, how they can be used, and how
they can be categorized and performance measured.

4. DCSK COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
This is because the modulator’s bits are represented by

two sets of chaotic signal samples, +1 for reference and
-1 for data in Fig. 1. So, if +1 is sent, the data-bearing
sequence is identical to the reference sequence, and vice
versa. Let 2β the spreading factor, defined as the number

of chaotic samples supplied each bit. The transmitter si,k
output is as (1):

si,k =

{
xi,k, f or 1 < k ≤ β
bixi,k−β, f or β < k ≤ 2β

(1)

The reference sequence is xk, while the delayed version is
xk−β. A half-bit duration Tc (where Tb = 2βTc and Tc = the
chip time) is added to the received signal rk to demodulate
the sent bits. The received bits may be approximated by
subtracting the correlator’s output (i.e. see Fig. 1c the DCSK
receiver). This study’s time chip is one (Tc = 1), and
in Figure 2 show the model of two-ray Rayleigh fading
channel.

(a) DCSK transmitter

(b) DCSK frame

(c) DCSK receiver units.

Figure 1. DCSK communication system block diagram.

Figure 2. Two-ray Rayleigh fading channel model [28].

The channel’s output, expressed in terms of the discrete-
time baseband equivalent model, looks like this in (2):

output = α1sk + α2sk−T (2)

Given two random variables independent and Rayleigh
distributed are α1 and α2, a time lag between them is τ,
and scattering function sk−T we get in the following

sk−T =


bl−1xk−β−τ, k = 2 (l − 1) β + 1, . . . , 2(l − 1)β + τ
xk−τ, k = 2 (l − 1) β + τ + 1, . . . , (2l − 1)
xk−τ, k = (2l − 1) β + 1, . . . , (2l − 1)β + τ
blxk−β−τ, k = (2l − 1) β + τ + 1, . . . , 2lβ.
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For the receiver’s signal (the correlator’s input), we have
(3):

rk = α1sk + α2sk−T + εk, k = 0, 2, . . . , 2β − 1 (3)

With mean equal to zero in AWGN is εk and N0
2 is variance.

When thinking about the lth symbol, the output of the
correlate is the choice variable, which is provided by (4):

zl =

(2l−1)β+τ∑
k=(2l−1)β+1

(α1blxk−β + α2xk−T + εk)

× (α1xk−β + α2bl−1xk−2β−τ + εk−β)

+

2lβ∑
k=(2l−1)β+τ+1

(
α1blxk−β + α2blxk−β−τ + εk

)
×

(
α1xk−β + α2xk−β−τ + εk−β

)
.

(4)

Then, the lth decoded symbol is determined according
to the following rule (5):

b̃l =

{
+1, i f zl ≥ 0
−1, i f zl < 0.

(5)

If the logistic map is used, the conditional BER may be
simplified as (6):

BER (α1, α2) =
1
2

er f c
(
(

4
γb
+

2β
γ2

b

)
− 1

2 )
(6)

Where γb = (Eb/N0)
(
α2

1 + α
2
2

)
= γ1 + γ2, γ1 = (Eb/N0)

(
α2

1

)
, and

γ2 = (Eb/N0)
(
α2

2

)
. Denoting γ̄1 = E{γ1} = (Eb/N0) E{α2

1}. and
γ̄2 = E {γ2} = (Eb/N0) E

{
α2

2

}
, in MF channel the probability

density function of γb becomes in (7):

b̃l =


γb

γ̄2
1
e − γb/γ̄1 , E

{
α2

1

}
= Eα2

2
1

γ̄1−γ̄2

(
e − γb/γ̄1 − e − γb/γ̄2

)
, E

{
α2

1

}
, E

{
α2

2

}
.

(7)

As a last step, we may derive the BER in the MF channel
by averaging the conditional BER, which is defined as (8):

BERMF =

∫ ∞

0
BER (γB) f (γb) d (γb) (8)

In AWGN channel the γb = (Eb/N0)is obtained by setting
α1 and α2 to get BER in (9):

BERAWGN =
1
2

er f c

( 4
Eb/N0

+
2β

Eb/N0
2

)− 1
2
 (9)

In the next sections, we’ll use these formulas to assess
the system’s resilience to bit-errors over a range of channel
qualities.

5. PSEUDO RANDOM BIT GENERATOR (PRBG)
BASED ON LOGESTIC MAP
Logistic maps are a common mathematical model for

describing the expansion of biological populations. [29]
Shown that the seemingly straightforward behavior of this
model is really rather complicated. In later years, re-
searchers [30], [31] documented some of the quantitative
universals that have come to define modern chaos research.
Due to its ease of mathematical representation, this model
has served as a proving ground for several developments
in chaos theory and cryptographic applications [32]. In
Equation (10) we see the simplified mathematical version
of the modified logistic map:

Xn+1 = λXn (1 − Xn) (10)

Where Xn is a state variable, which lies in the interval
[0, 1] and λ is called system parameter. To generate a
seemingly length of random binary sequence that l >> k, a
PRBG takes as input a genuinely random binary sequence
of length k (the seed) and as output a binary sequence of
length l >> k (the faux random sequence). The PRBG’s
output is not completely random since the number of output
sequences is bounded by the integers (2k/2l), which is a tiny
number compared to the total number of potential binary
sequences of length l. The objective is to multiply a short,
really random sequence of length k by a factor that makes
it hard for an opponent to detect the difference between the
PRBG sequence and a truly random sequence of length l
[33]. In Fig. 3, we can see a simplified block diagram of
the PRBG.

Figure 3. Schematic block diagram of PRBG.

6. DCSK BASED IMAGE ENCRYPTION FRAME-
WORK
The proposed system combined the secure image trans-

mission with non-coherent chaos communication system
over MF and AWGN channels. Fig. 4 shows the general idea
of the proposal system. In the first the color image AN×M×3,
where N and M is the size of image, is converted to stream
bits using Decimal to Binary (D2B)) converter, B1×8MN =
{b1, b2, . . . , b8MN}, where b j ∈ 0, 1, j = 1, 2, . . . , 8M. After
that, the binary message is encrypted using the PRBG key
generated by chaotic map according to in (11):

c j = b j ⊕ k j, j = 1, 2, . . . , 8MN (11)

where c j is the j-th stream bits of the ciphered message. k j
is the PRBG that is generated in section 5. The operator ⊕ is
the XOR function. The ciphered bits are then modulated by
DCSK system according to Equation (1) and send through
MF and AWGN according to Equation (3). At the receiver,
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the received signal, rk, k = 0, .., 2β − 1 is passing through
DCSK demodulation to recover the encrypted detected bits
c̃ j, j = 1, 2, . . . , 8MN and then the original detected bits is
obtained by (12):

b̃ j = c̃ j ⊕ k j, j = 1, 2, . . . , 8MN (12)

where k j is the identical PRBG generated in synchronized
with PRBG at transmitter side. Finally the binary to decimal
converter and reshaping function are used to recover the
decrypted color image.

Figure 4. The DCSK based image encryption.

7. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section that explain the BER and PSNR in various

value of SNR under AWGN and MF channel, although the
two pathways’ average power gains are the same in this
simulation, the second path’s average power increase is 3
dB lower than the first. In this situation, the mean powers
of the two directions add up to (13):

E
{
(α1)2

}
=

2
3

and E
{
(α2)2

}
=

1
3

(13)

The PSNR measure is expressed as [36]:

PS NR = 10 log10
2552

1
NM

∑M
n=0

∑N
m=1

[
x (n,m) − y(n,m)

]2 (14)

where x and y are the original and recovered image,
respectively. N and M are the row and column dimension
of the image.

Figs (5,6) show ,respectively; In these figures, the cor-
rect key at receiver is used to recover the original image,
it can be seen that the BER performance for the secure
proposed system is matching with BER theory and no
degradation is occurred. Also, increased SNR will enhance
the performance of PSNR and hence recovered the clear
image. Increase β will degrade the performance of the
system. Furthermore, more SNR needed to reach BER
approach 10-3 for MF comparing with AWGN.

Figure 5. BER comparisons for various value of β under AWGN
and Multipath fading channel.

Figure 6. PSNR comparisons for various value of β under AWGN
and Multipath fading channel.

8. SECURITY ANALYSIS
One way to assess the quality of an encryption method

is by how well it defends against all known threats. Anal-
ysis of the histogram, information entropy, the correlation
coefficient, NPCR, and UACI, key space analysis, will be
used to evaluate the safety of the proposed technique.

A. Analysis of the histogram
The histogram shows how evenly spaced each pixel

value is. When looking at a basic image, you may notice that
certain pixels appear more often than others. It’s valuable
enough to warrant manipulation. The cipher image must
be dispersed such that an attack on the cipher image is
minimized, allowing the encryption system to withstand
assaults. In Fig.7 (a) showed the original colored image
Lena image with size 256×256, and Figs. 7(b), (c) and
(d) respectively with histogram of the red, green, and blue
channels, while Fig. 8(a) shows a Lena ciphered image
using proposed system. Figs. 8 (b), (c) and (d) showed the
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histogram of the three RGB chains, that consistently provide
high-quality histograms. We can see that the encrypted im-
age has uniform histogram which means that the distribution
of the pixel are identical and the security is established.

(a) Lena image (b) Red Channel His-
togram

(c) Green Channel His-
togram.

(d) Blue Channel His-
togram

Figure 7. Original image.

(a) Ciphered image (b) Red channel his-
togram

(c) Green channel his-
togram.

(d) Blue channel his-
togram

Figure 8. Image Encryption.

B. Correlation Coefficient Analysis
The examination of the correlation coefficient provides

the greatest statistical insight into the encrypted picture.
The association between two pixels in the plain picture and
encrypted images is examined. If the encrypted picture is
fully random and substantially uncorrelated with the origi-
nal, then the image encryption technique may be considered
successful. Images are distinct if the coefficient of similarity
is less than 1, else they are mirror images with a degree of
similarity of 1. Furthermore, the encryption is useless here.
The meaning = -1 of the encrypted picture is completely
at odds with the meaning of the transparent image. To
determine the correlation coefficient between two pixels of
the same location in the original and cipher pictures [34],
we assess the pixel correlation in horizontal, vertical, and
diagonal directions (using (15-18)).

CorCoe f =
Covar(x, y)

√
Vari (x) ×

√
Vari(y)

(15)

Vari (x) =
1
N

N∑
i=1

[(xi − E (x))2 (16)

Vari (y) =
1
N

N∑
i=1

[
(yi − E (y))2

]
(17)

Covar (x, y) =
1
N

N∑
i=1

[
(xi − E (x)) × (yi − E (y))

]
(18)

The coefficient of correlation between x and y is CorCe f ,
the original image variance of x is represents asVari(x),
the original image variance of y is represents asVari(y),
Covar(x, y) is the original image variance of x and y,
predicted is E(x), and the total number of pixels in the
image matrix is N.

Table I and Table II for different images with a scale
of 256×256, different β, and (SNR=5), Table III show the
ciphered Lena image with size 512×512 and compare the
correlation coefficient analysis between our proposed and
other traditional systems are [35], and [36].
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TABLE I. CORRELATION COEFFICIENT OF THE PROPOSED
SCHEME WHERE B=50, SNR=5.

Image Channels Ours

house

Red

Horizontal Basic 0.9666
Encrypted -0.0022

Vertical Basic 0.7816
Encrypted 0.0298

Diagonal Basic 0.9305
Encrypted 0.0028

Green

Horizontal Basic 0.9502
Encrypted -0.0562

Vertical Basic 0.9069
Encrypted 0.0684

Diagonal Basic 0.9674
Encrypted 0.0844

Blue

Horizontal Basic 0.9289
Encrypted 0.0195

Vertical Basic 0.9408
Encrypted -0.0370

Diagonal Basic 0.9747
Encrypted -0.0484

baboon

Red

Horizontal Basic 0.5753
Encrypted -0.0083

Vertical Basic 0.9479
Encrypted -0.0042

Diagonal Basic 0.9183
Encrypted -0.0769

Green

Horizontal Basic 0.5336
Encrypted 0.0327

Vertical Basic 0.9267
Encrypted 0.0521

Diagonal Basic 0.8610
Encrypted 0.0743

Blue

Horizontal Basic 0.7484
Encrypted -0.0607

Vertical Basic 0.9169
Encrypted 0.0591

Diagonal Basic 0.9380
Encrypted -0.0502

lena

Red

Horizontal Basic 0.9067
Encrypted -0.0225

Vertical Basic 0.9846
Encrypted 0.0089

Diagonal Basic 0.8660
Encrypted 0.0819

Green

Horizontal Basic 0.9434
Encrypted 0.0034

Vertical Basic 0.9785
Encrypted 0.0267

Diagonal Basic 0.8568
Encrypted -0.0289

Blue

Horizontal Basic 0.8629
Encrypted -0.0154

Vertical Basic 0.9286
Encrypted 0.1064

Diagonal Basic 0.7155
Encrypted 0.0263

TABLE II. CORRELATION COEFFICIENT OF THE PROPOSED
SCHEME WHERE B=100, SNR=5.

Image Channels Ours

house

Red

Horizontal Basic 0.9666
Encrypted -0.0302

Vertical Basic 0.7816
Encrypted 0.0095

Diagonal Basic 0.9305
Encrypted 0.0679

Green

Horizontal Basic 0.9502
Encrypted 0.0507

Vertical Basic 0.9069
Encrypted 0.0005

Diagonal Basic 0.9674
Encrypted 0.0809

Blue

Horizontal Basic 0.9289
Encrypted -0.0673

Vertical Basic 0.9408
Encrypted 0.0039

Diagonal Basic 0.9747
Encrypted -0.0006

baboon

Red

Horizontal Basic 0.5753
Encrypted -0.0105

Vertical Basic 0.9479
Encrypted 0.0748

Diagonal Basic 0.9183
Encrypted -0.0187

Green

Horizontal Basic 0.5336
Encrypted -0.0552

Vertical Basic 0.9267
Encrypted 0.1198

Diagonal Basic 0.8610
Encrypted 0.0023

Blue

Horizontal Basic 0.7484
Encrypted -0.0550

Vertical Basic 0.9169
Encrypted 0.0083

Diagonal Basic 0.9380
Encrypted 0.0184

lena

Red

Horizontal Basic 0.9067
Encrypted -0.0359

Vertical Basic 0.9846
Encrypted -0.0224

Diagonal Basic 0.8660
Encrypted -0.0328

Green

Horizontal Basic 0.9434
Encrypted -0.0054

Vertical Basic 0.9785
Encrypted -0.0143

Diagonal Basic 0.8568
Encrypted 0.0034

Blue

Horizontal Basic 0.8629
Encrypted 0.0113

Vertical Basic 0.9286
Encrypted 0.0762

Diagonal Basic 0.7155
Encrypted 0.0429
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TABLE III. Evolution of test-bed clusters

Channels Ours Ref. [34] Ref.[35]

Red
Horizontal 0.0306 0.0033 -0.0015
Vertical 0.0241 0.0155 -0.0015
Diagonal -0.0205 0.0158 0.0014

Green
Horizontal 0.0398 0.0294 0.0006
Vertical -0.0728 0.0146 -0.0007
Diagonal -0.0650 0.0102 -0.00004

Blue
Horizontal 0.0040 0.0086 -0.0009
Vertical 0.0353 -0.0229 -0.0014
Diagonal 0.0056 -0.0366 0.0001

9. Analysis of Information Entropy
One such knowledge security element that may be used

to describe the degree of uncertainty or unpredictability in
a picture is the entropy analysis. The information entropy
of a signal may be written as (19):

Entrp (s) =
2N−1∑
n=0

P (si) × log2

(
1

P(si)

)
bits (19)

Where the probability of the symbol si is P (si), the basic
unit of the sources number of bits representing is N and
all basic unit combinations is 2N . Table IV demonstrate
a comparative analysis of the different Image with size
256×256 of Information Entropy for various channels sizes.

TABLE IV. ENTROPY ANALYSIS.

Cipher image Channels Ours

House
Red 7.9974
Green 7.9966
Blue 7.9969

Baboon
Red 7.9970
Green 7.9969
Blue 7.9974

Lena
Red 7.9973
Green 7.9974
Blue 7.9973

TABLE V. COMPARISON OF INFORMATION ENTROPIES.

Channels Ours Ref.[37]
Red 7.9993 7.2797
Green 7.9993 7.5993
Blue 7.9992 7.0041

A. Key Space Analysis
Key space is the collection of all possible image encryp-

tion keys. If you want your encryption to be secure against
brute force attacks, the key space must be sufficiently large.
The keys are the initial values of parameters x0, λ1, y0, λ2,
if the computation precision is around 232. Then the key
space is 2128

(
232 × 232 × 232 × 232

)
. When compared to

other systems, as shown in Table VI, the value is staggering.

Thus, the suggested approach is very resistant to attacks
using brute force.

TABLE VI. COMPARISON OF INFORMATION ENTROPIES.

Key Space Ours Ref.[38] Ref.[39]
12128 2145 1045

B. Differential Attack Analysis
The attackers attempt to connect the plain image to the

encrypted image, for instance, by altering only one pixel for
two photos and assessing the accompanying chip images
by shifting two identical single images by an infinitesimal
amount. For this purpose, Chen etc. [40] used the two
metrics Shift Rate Number of Pixels (NPCR and UACI)
to measure the average difference between the two images.
The NPCR and UACI steps can be described in the follow-
ing Eqs. (20,21) respectively [40]:

NPCR =

∑
i, j D(i, j)
W × H

× 100 (20)

UACI =
1

W × H

∑
i, j

|C1 (i, j) −C2 (i, j)|
255

 × 100 (21)

Where W and H are the widths and ciphered image height.
C1 is the authenticated image and the ciphered image C2
is produced if a pixel of C1 is changed in random. D(i, j)
that show in (22) is provided with [40]:

D (i, j) =
{

0, i fC1i, j = C2i, j
1, otherwise

(22)

Table VII show NPCR Tests for each different Image
system size 256×256 of different channels. Table VIII show
UACI Tests for each different Image system size 256×256
of different channels. The comparative studies among our
system and others listed in Table IX show that NPCR is
better than systems such as [41] and [42].

TABLE VII. NPCR ANALYSIS.

Cipher image Channels Ours

House
Red 99.6368
Green 99.5834
Blue 99.6109

Baboon
Red 99.6323
Green 99.6262
Blue 99.6201

Lena
Red 99.6292
Green 99.6292
Blue 99.5834
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TABLE VIII. UACI ANALYSIS.

Cipher image Channels Ours

House
Red 27.3145
Green 29.7356
Blue 31.4275

Baboon
Red 29.2778
Green 27.4769
Blue 29.8482

Lena
Red 32.5927
Green 31.2368
Blue 28.2644

TABLE IX. UACI ANALYSIS.

Cipher image Channels Ours Ref.[41] Ref.[42]

Lena
Red 99.6246 99.60 99.599
Green 99.6117 99.60 99.599
Blue 99.6101 99.60 99.620

10. CONCLUSION
Data security has become more critical as the internet

and digital communications have grown in amount of data
transmitted through communication platforms. Secure im-
age encryption is required because of the widespread use
of data over networks. We presented in our research a new
approach of color image encryption technique using DCSK.
The impact of our model is proved through comparison of
previous work done. The Lena image’s simulation findings
of BER and PSNR with varied SNR are presented. Also the
protection analysis’s histogram, the correlation coefficient,
the entropy, and the key space analyses are analyzed and
compared. The limitations and boundary conditions of this
work is: Increase β will degrade the BER performance. The
reference of DCSK will affect the security of the system.
The model designed have important features related to data
security. The future work of this system is extended the
DCSK to permutation index DCSK to increase the security
of DCSK system.
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